
Guidelines for a water 

inclusive urban 

development of 

Greater Accra



Don’t accept solutions that only 
work.
Strive for solutions that both 
work and add value.

Solutions that make Accra even a 
more interesting place to live, to 
work, to stay and at the same 
time add ecological resilience.



“Sticking plasters where it hurts”
is not the most successful strategy.
For the long term a systemwise
approach is more effective. 

Analyze the natural system.
When you know how it works, you
can work along with it



A relatively small and simply 

feasible measure that can be 

repeated numerous times 

generates a comparable result as 

a big intervention.

You need the courage to think 

big but also the guts to act small









Joint discoveries on the scale of:
- Greater Accra

- Odaw catchment area.

- local areas





Ambition 

In 2037 Greater Accra has:
- to be water safe & attractive
- to offer a clean environment
- to accommodate twice as 

much inhabitants



Foto omslag krant top touristic 
destination



Water safety 



Environmental quality



Low density



Lack of diversity



Accra doesn’t take the benefits of the water



Touristic quality, ignored cultural heritage



Street life, it are the people that make Accra smile



Lot of space, along the roads & within the neighbourhoods



Mindshift is needed



Drain as quick as possible

l
V

Retain and store as long as 

possible, drain only when no 
other option is left.



Overall sketch



Ocean drive



(Re)development of urban area

Population will double from 4.7 to 9.4 
million inhabitants.

This growth requires:
- restructure of existing urban areas 

in higher density
- development of new city extensions



Restructure



New extensions



Greater Accra - veined by creeks and streams



Odaw river



Upstream
retention & delay

Midstream
Increase of storage 

capacity 

Downstream
Accelerate



Upstream
retention and delay

Develop sandtraps to avoid 
silting down-stream.

Delay the run off.

Retain the water, develop  
wadi’s and spongy area’s.

Prevent them from 
urbanization

Develop new urban areas in 
a water inclusive way. 



Midstream
Increase of storage capacity

Dredge & clean! Unsilt.

Widen the Odaw,

Assemble remained open 
spaces along the drains in a 
connected network and 
develop them as wadi’s.  

Make use of the open space 
along the main roads



Downstream
Accelerate 

Dredge the Korle lagoon

Lower the unbuilt areas 
along the lagoon to 
prevent them from 
further informal 
urbanization

Widen the outlet to the 
ocean to accelerate 
drainage



Create wadi’s

Unlike most other measures 
this can be performed step by 
step and expanded when 
necessary.

Storage capacity can grow 
along with future necessity of 
additional space for water 
retention.



Wadis within the 
neighborhoods

- Along main roads
- Along the drains
- In the neighborhoods



Infrastructure + streams

storage capacity= 1 % 



Infrastructure + streams + green areas 

storage capacity= 5 %



Infrastructure + streams + small resettlements

storage capacity= 7.5%



Infrastructure + streams + more resettlement

storage capacity= 12%



Odaw region

- Increase storage capacity along main 

roads; from drain to wadi

- Widen the main drains

- open drain
- covered drain 

- Make smart use of the Korle lagoon





Current situation

Schematic



Future situation

Lower green areas next to drainage system
Schematic



Future situation

Wadi’s as retention areas
Schematic









Current situation

Schematic



Current situation

Rain fills the drains and occassionally creates
flooding

Schematic



New situation: wadi’s

Cleaning and widening the drains creates more room 
for waterstorage and drainage.

Schematic



New situation

Cleaning and widening the drains creates more room 
for waterstorage and drainage.
It also creates a more green and less stoney
environment

Schematic



New situation

Rainwater is stored and drained in the wadi’s that
also make infiltration possible.

Schematic



Widening the drains



Along the railroad between circle and Agbogbloshie





Proposed widening 
of the drain



Current situation between Circle and Agbogbloshie

Schematic



New situation

Widening drain: open

Schematic



New situation

Widening drain: open

Schematic



New situation

Widening drain: covered

Schematic







Korle lagoon









Current situation

Korle Lagoon

Schematic



New situation

Lowering the banks

Schematic





Schematic



Yes, we can!

It is doable to solve the problems 
of water safety and water 
nuisance in Accra and at the same 
time make Accra an even more 
interesting city to live and stay.

+ 9 other relevant conclusions
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